The function of the MHC stressed by the editors is the restriction of T cell function. There is a wealth of data from functional assays relating the MHC products and the biochemically elusive T cell receptor. Unfortunately, nearly all the data is indirect and this has led to conflicting statements made by authors of successive chapters. Perhaps accepting this dichotomy is a healthy way to summarize the field.
This book contains much of interest to immunologists and earns its place on the shelf of the medicallibrary. It is a comprehensive review of the basic physical, biochemical and pharmacological aspects of cellular metabolism, with analysis of the effects of ischaemia and anoxia, and the possible techniques for whole-organ preservation directed to minimize the damage so caused. The book opens with six review chapters, the last of which, by Pegg, attempts to correlate biochemical knowledge and clinical practice. He summarizes two main preservation alternatives -hypothermic continuous perfusion and initial flushing with cold storage. -and concludes, perhaps somewhat controversially clinically, that 'continuous perfusion will remain the optimal method for preserving ... organs'. Cryopreservation is considered to show no immediate. clinical relevance.
There follow five sections of presented papers, and of special interest are those referring to noninvasive attempts to predict organ viabilitynuclear magnetic resonance being a particularly novel and promising approach. The continuous perfusion verses cold storage debate is fuelled by reviews from Collins and Johnson, but perhaps the most original presentation relates to the extraordinary possibility of xeno-banking-storage of an organ by temporary transplantation into a genetically concordant xeno graft recipient.
Although comprehensive in basic up-to-date data, this book would benefit from a more general discussion and summary, including for example a rationale for the attempts to achieve organ preservation for days or weeks when the majority of organs transplanted are stored for less than 36 hours. The possibilities of, for example, antigenic modification by tissue culture or prolonged preservation may have major implications for the immunological problems of transplantation. Intestinal Damage by Wheat Protein) and a repeat by R Finn of his controversial study on dietary salt intake and its relation to hypertension. A session of the conference was devoted to the immunological basis ofenvironmental disease and papers ranged from a detailed up-to-date account of human materno-fetal relationship and a simplistic review of immunological reactions based on the Gell-Coombs classification, to two contributions on the immunology of atherosclerosis of widely diverging scientific merit.
The longest contribution from the National Perinatal Epidemiology Unit at Oxford on Social Class Stress and Reproduction is interesting as are the papers of 0 P Burkitt and N Wald on Diet and Diseases of Affluence and Vitamin A and Human Cancer respectively.
There is little new in this book, which is printed from heterogeous typescripts that are difficult to read. Many readers may find one or two contributions of value but few are likely to have a range of interests that might justify purchasing a copy.
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